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INTRODUCTION 
If ;4 is a commutative Noetherian ring, J an ideal of A, and E a finitely 
generated module over A, then the kernel of the canonical morphism from E 
into its J-adic completion isflJnE, the closure of(0) in the J-adic topology. 
A classical result ofKrull shows that an element x of E is in this kernel if 
and only if there is a j E J with (1 -j) x = 0. A standard use of Nakayama’s 
lemma then shows that if J is contained inthe Jacobson radical ofA, such 
an x must necessarily by zero (cf. Bourbaki [6, III, Sect. 31). 
If one does not have J contained inthe Jacobson radical, one has usually 
had to make do with calculations for pecific classes ofpairs (A, J) to be 
able to control this kernel. Inthis paper, I adapt the classical proof of 
Nakayama’s lemma to produce a relative rsion “modulo an additive 
topology.” Amongst other corollaries of this result, one can then easily show 
that certain conditions  J imply that fTJ”E is in the torsion submodule of 
E for the torsion theory associated o the additive topology. The classical 
case is contained inthis result for the trivial additive topology, {A}. 
In the process of proving these results, I will have occasion tointroduce 
several new relative versions ofwell known concepts. It would seem that at 
least some of these concepts will be useful in the study of topologised rings 
with properties analogous tothose of local rings. I leave this possibility for 
later notes. 
1. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
All rings considered have non-zero identity elements, are associative, but 
not necessarily commutative. Allmodules are unitary and are left modules 
over the ring in question. 
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Let A be a ring. Let Mod-A denote the category ofleft A-modules. 
An additive topology (of left ideals) cnA is a nab-empty set, F, of left 
ideals satisfying thefollowing conditions: 
(I) If I E IF and x E A, then (I: x) E F, where (I: x) = 
{X//ZEA,AxEI}. 
(2) Let I, J be two left ideals ofA such that JE F; if for every xE ~9 
(I: x) E IF, then IE IF. 
The notion of an additive topology on A coincides with the notion of a 
topologising a didempotent system of left ideals of A defined by Ga 
([7, Chap 5, p. 4111). This formulation s in Albu [I]. 
If F is an additive topology on A, we will denote by 
&= {MIMEMod-A, xEM, x#O*Arm(x)E F} 
and 
F= {MIMEMod-A, xEA4 and Ann(x)E F=xx=0]. 
The pair (F5,F) is a hereditary torsion theory on Mod-A. The modules in @? 
are called F-torsion modules and those in fly orsion free. ote by r(M) 
the largest F-torsion submodule of a module 7 is the as ated torsion 
radical ofthe torsion theory (cf. Stenstrom [ 1I]). 
Denote by 
T, : Mod-A + (Mod-A )/g 
the canonical quotient functor, and by 
S, : (Mod-A)/g --) Mod-A, 
its right adjoint “section” functor. As is well known T, is exact, and of 
course S, is left exact. 
Write L: = S, T, and 
for the unit of the adjunction. L,(A) is a ring, and r&4) a ring morphism. If 
M is any module r(M) = ker(t&tI): AI-, L&W)). 
The basic method used here is to look at properties “relative to F” in A by 
translating them via w(A) into statements about L,(A)), and then use 
““classical” results onLF(A) to deduce results back in A. The idea of the 
method works, but any attempt toapply such a method in a trivial way fails 
because S, is not, in general, exact. 
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If M is an A-module and L c M a submodule then Ishall write, for x& M 
(L:x)={AIIEA,/IxEL} 
and 
L-={x/xEM,(L:x)EFJ 
(L- is the E-saturation of L in the terminology of Popescu [9, p. 2571). 
Another useful way of looking atL” is by noting that 
Let C,(M) denote he complete modular lattice 
C,(M)={LzMIL-=L} 
with the inclusion as order, with, for (LJiEI, a family ofelements of C,(M) 
and 
A~,,L~ = n Lo. 
ieI 
(For a proof that his makes C,(M) into a complete modular lattice, see 
Stenstriim [ 11,Proposition 1.111.) 
I shall say that he pair (A, F) satisfies th  property IF-Max if the following 
condition s fulfilled: 
Given any module, M of finite ype over A with C,(M) # {M} then 
C,(M) - PfJ h as maximal elements. 
In what follows, I hall write Max,(M) for the set, (possibly empty) of 
maximal elements of C,(M) - {M}, and IF(M) for the set of those N 5 M for 
which M/NE &. 
Note: IF(A) isthe underlying setof [F. 
’ One has from Raynaud [10, p. 211 the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 1.1. Max,(A) # 0 if and only if the quotient category 
(Mod-A)/d has simple objects. 
Similarly, one can show that Max,(M) f 0 if and only if T,(M) has a 
maximal subobject (equivalently, that T,(M) has some simple quotients) in 
(Mod-A)/5. 
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The ~uter~retation and use of the condition F-Max is aided greatly b the 
result ofF~lbu [I], which I prove here for completeness. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M be of finite type over A, and F apz addtlive 
topology onA, then Max,(M) is equal to the set of maximal elements ofthe 
set of left submodules ofM, not in P(M). 
Pro t L’EMax,(M) and L’ciW? LcL’ and ass 
Then l)=h’-/I,’ with L’-$M. Thus L’“E C, 
& =E’=L’--. 
Now suppose E c M is maximal amongst hose (
not in F(iM). Then $&l/L) = L-/L and L- E C 
), so L” = L and L E C,(M) - {IV}. It foll 
Further information on C,(M) and Max,(A) ca 
Albu and Nastasescu [2,3] and NastHsescu [8]. 
Remark on Terminology 
any authors use 8-critical or F-critical, where I will use F- 
ise I will say F-simple where they would use F-cocritical, i.e., 
be F-simple ifr(M) = 0, M # 0, and for all Nc M, Nf 0, 
reason for this is simply that F-maximal ideals will be used 
maximal ideals, and II-simples treated asif they were simple. Thus, the 
terminology used here is influenced by the use to be made of it. It is hoped 
that his will aid the reader to see how close the proofs are to being classical. 
Conditions implying F-Max are fairly well known. However, it is not 
obvious, ingeneral, that he condition Max,(A) f RI implies 
for a torsion free module M of finite ype. This complicat 
slightly. 
One obvious stronger condition is that C,(M) be a Noetherian lattice. This 
condition isstudied xtensively by Nastasescu [S]. 
Noetherian lattice if and only if T,(M) is a Noethe 
Further C,(A) is a Noetherian lattice if and only if C,(M) is a Noetherian 
lattice for ach A-module of finite ypeIK 
If C,(A) is Noetherian, then IF contains a cofinal family of finitely 
generated left ideals. Ifthe left ideals in A are countably generated, this 
implication s an equivalence, Hence, in particular it isclear that if A is a left 
No~t~eri~~ ring then F-Max is satisfied. 
There are non-trivial examples in which F-Max does not 
Nastasescu [2] produce an example in which Ccca, - {A 1 
maximal elements.) 
It would seem natural to expect hat IF- ax would be satistied by semi- 
an rings, at least with respect o topologies related to the 
abriel filtration. However, Ihave been unable to prove this. 
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2. F-INVERTIBLE “ELEMENTS" 
It is useful to have an explicit description of L&V) (cf. [1 I]). First one 
constructs 
(AcT)~ = 9 Horn, (1, J4). 
Then one finds 
Moreover, the natural transformation 
is the composite 
where the first morphism is the quotient map, and the second is that induced 
by the restrictions 
M/z(M) E Horn, (A, M/r(M)) + Horn, (1, M/r(M)). 
Because of this description, ne can represent elements of L&M) as 
equivalence classes ofpairs 
where (g, 1) - (h, J) if there is a K E F, K c 1f-‘1 J, and g(k) = h(k) for all 
k E K. 
As I wish to work in M rather than L,(M), I shall call (g, 1) a generalised 
element of ikl, rather than a representative for anelement of L,(M). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The element [(g, I)] of LF(A) is left invertible f and 
only if there is a J s I, J E l/f, and g(J) E F(A/z(A)). 
Proof. Let g: 1-r A/z(A). (I ‘11 wi write [g] instead of[(g, I)].) g induces 
a morphism 
Both LF(I) and LF(A/z(A)) arenaturally isomorphic toL,(A). The two 
isomorphisms are 
(i) [J-+~I/@)]E+ [J ~‘A/~(A)], 
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where f’ is f followed bythe inclusion of I/r(I) into A/r(~3)~ and 
(ii) [J-A/Q)] + [J- (~/~t~))/~t~i~t~)~l 
with the trivial identification resulting from: 1$4/t(A)) = 
With these identifications L F( g)(1) = [ g], and L :( g)(L 
If [ g] is left invertible, th nL&4)[ g] = ,?&(A > and EF( g) is onto. This 
implies that Coker g E LF, i.e., g(l) E F(A/r(A))), 
The converse follows in much the same fashion. If95 I, J E F an 
g(J) E F(A)/z(A)), then g(1) E IF@/+))) and 
is onto. Thus 
and [g] has a left inverse inL&l). 
As a result ofthis, we shall say that ageneralised element g: I+ A/z(A) is 
(left) F-invertible f g(1) E F(A/t(A)). 
To show how one uses F-invertibility, consider the following analogue ofa 
simple classical result: no proper ideal contains a unit. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let J be an ideal in CF(A) - {A}, then J does not 
contain the image of any F-invertible “e ment.” 
Clearly, one can argue by looking at L,(J) c kg(A) and the element of 
.!&(A). The classical proof then gives the result. However, one must beware 
of using too many notions about LF(Ajr as they do not always translate 
neatly back into A. Because of this, we give a separate proof within A. 
Proof of 2.2. Suppose g: I+ A/z(A) is F-invertible and that 
g(1) cJ/r(A). (Note: JE G,(A) implies J2 r(A).) As g(1) E F(A/t(A>>, we 
can find N E: A, g(l) = N/r(A), and N E IF. However, g(I) c J/r@ > implies 
N c .I, which in turn implies J E IF. This contradicts: J E C,(A) - {A 1. 
3. /F-FINITE YPE 
Wastasescu [S, p. 176] has introduced a notion of F-fin-te type which is a 
useful relativisation of “finite type.” 
A left A-module M is said to be of F-finite type if there is a submodu!e 
M’ 5 M, which is itself o finite ype, such that M/M’ E & (i.e.Y is F- 
torsion). 
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LEMMA 3.1. If M is of F-finite type and H is a submodule, then M/H is 
also f F-finite type. 
The proof is trivial. Of more consequence isthe following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be a left A module, M’c M with M/M’ E E, 
then there is a bijection 
Max,(M’) c) Max,(M) 
given by 
N+N- 
LnM’tL. 
In particular, if oneis non-empty, hen so is the other. 
ProoJ This follows, inpart, from Albu and NBstIsescu [2, Prop. 0.71. 
However, adirect proof gives more information. 
Suppose N E C,(M’), then clearly N” E C,(M) and N-f? M’ = N. 
Likewise, if L E C,(M), L n M’ E C,(M’) since 
M’ L+M’ 
LnM’= L 
However, L/L n M’ E’ M’ + L/M’ c M/M’ E g, so L/L n M’ is F-torsion. 
Next, suppose N I> L n M’, then L/L f’ N is a quotient ofL/L f’ M’, hence, 
is itself F-torsion andL + NE- N”, i.e., L EN”. 
Using these ingredients, i  isnow routine to check that he rest of the 
statement of the proposition h lds. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If F-Max holds for (A, F), then, given any module M of 
F-finite type over A, M 6! 8, C,(M) - (M} has maximal elements. 
Combining this with Lemma 2.1, one gets the useful result: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If IF-Max holds, then given any M of F-finite type and 
any H c M such that M/H is not F-torsion, there exists anN, H G N c M 
such that M/N is F-torsion free, and if N’ z) N, M/N’ is F-torsion. 
4. THE F-RADICAL AND NAKAYAMA'S LEMMA 
The last result shows the sort of result that he existence of F-maximal 
submodules enables one to obtain. Much more of the classical theory of 
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maximal submodules generalises in this way to give interesting relative nfor- 
mation. 
As mentioned arlier, given afixed pair (A, F): aleft module S is called F- 
simple (other authors often use F-critical) if 
(i) r(S) = 0; 
(ii) if N # 0, N f S, then S/NE @T. 
Qne may replace (ii) by the equivalent: C,(S) = {S, 0). F-simple modules 
generalise simple modules in an obvious way, but their existence depends on 
the existence of F-maximal ideals and so there xist pairs (A, F) such that 
there are no F-simple A-modules. 
The F-radical of an A-module M is defined tobe 
‘ad,(M) = njKer(h: Mz S) / S F-simple} 
= n(HlHEMax, 
~e~eralisi~g theJacobson radical, the F-radical has many of the same 
elementary properties butmodulo F. For instance, rad#) is clearly a two- 
sided ideal. 
~traigbtforward generalisation of classical results has the disadvantage of 
not necessarily exploiting theextra flexibility of working ‘“mod-F” tothe full. 
As a first example of this, consider the following relative version f a well- 
known result (Bass 14, p. $41). 
$R~POSITION 4. I. Let M be of F-finite type, N i and suppose F-Max 
holds. Then the following conditions areeq~iv~~e~t 
(i) N G rad(M) 
(ii) $ I-9 c M, then M/(N + H) is F-torsion impkies M/
Prooj (i) * (ii). If M/H is not F-torsion, there is, by Proposition 3.4. a
proper submodule L c M, H c L, maximal amongst he proper submodules 
such that M/L is F-torsion free. Clearly, M/L is F-simple and there is a 
homomorphism h: M+ M/L with Ker h = L. bus, NEL and N+ 
M/L is therefore a quotient ofM/(N + H). As this latter isan F-torsion 
module, so must be M/L. One must therefore have L = Q and L = MP 
which contradicts L c hf. 
(ii) * (i). Suppose H is maximal with respect toM/H being F
free, i.e., E Max,(M). If N ~6 H, M/(N + ) is F-torsion so by (ii) 
F-torsion. Again as Hf M, this is a contradiction, s  NS H for every 
ME Max@4), i.e., N c ‘ad,(M). 
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In order to state the next result, I use some extra notation. If xE M, M 
any left A-module, I will write 
y(x): Z+ M/z(M) 
for the morphism 
y(x)(i) = ix + z(M) 
for any left ideal I. (This is to avoid notation such as v(x) I, for the restricted 
map.) 
Thus, if g: Z + A/r(A), X, y E M, one might write an expression 
(Y(X) + Y(Y) g)(Z) 
for the submodule 
{ix + g(i) y 1 i E I} G M/z(M). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that (A, F) satisfies IF-Max and let M be IF- 
torsion free and of F-finite type with M’ c M generated byx, ,.,., x, and 
M/M’ F-torsion. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) x E ‘ad,(M); 
(ii) for any family Zj E IF, gi: Jj-t A/z(A), j = l,..., n of n generalised 
elements ofA, the submodule 
P = C (Y(x~> + Y(X) gj><Zj> E ‘F(M), 
i.e., M/P is F-torsion. 
ProoJ: If x E ‘ad,(M), assume there is a family {gj 
that 
: Zj -+ A/z(A )} such 
P = C (Y(Xj> + ~4x1 gj>CZj> e ‘F(M). 
(Note M is F-torsion free, sov(x) gj makes sense.) AsP E F(M), there is an 
F-maximal N, P E N c M. x E ‘ad,(M), so x E N and gj(i) x E N for every 
i E Zj. Thus, 
C y(Xj)(Zj) = ~ Zjxj E N. 
j=l 
Since Zj E IF and the xis generate M’, C Zjxj E F(M’). Further, asM/M’ is 
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‘F-torsion, M/(C Ijxj> is F-torsion, butthen clearly ” !pTi c p$r, is non- 
sense. 
Conversely, suppose that x6Z rad,(M). Then there is some NE 
swh that x@ lli. But then Ax + NE F(M), so the inclusion 
Ax+N M 
4--- 
N N 
hism, i.e., it has kernel and cokernel inthe IF-torsion class, F.
There are therefore isomorphisms 
ence, each (image by t&V/N) of a generator) xi is an ~~(~~-rn~ltip~e of 
(the image of) x. More precisely, there is for each j= I, 2,..., n, amorphism 
g,i : Ij --f A/r(A) with Ij E IF such that 
ix = gj(i) x mod N 
for all iE Ij, or 
However, P 6Z F(M), as M/N is F-torsion free. 
To extend this to the case where M is not torsion free, one can use the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let M be a left A-module and a= M/z(M) its F-torsion 
free quotient. Writing X = x + z(M) for x E MT we have 
x E rad,(M) iSand only $2 E rad,@). 
ProoJ Clearly r(M) c: rad,(M), so N c M is in ax&W) if and only if 
m is in MaxF(n7i), where fl = N/r(M). The result follows. 
eOROLLARV 4.4. Suppose that (A, F) satisfies e of 6- 
finite ype with M’ G M generated byx1 ,..., x, and 
Using the notation fLemma 4.3, the following are e~~~va~e~t~ 
(ij x E rad,(M); 
483/85;1b12 
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(ii) for any family Ij E F, gj :Ij +A/z(A), j = l,..., n, of n generalised 
elements of A, the submodule 
p = 2 (Vdxj> + Wtx> gj>C1j> E IFCal* 
Remark. This Corollary 4.4 is the F-relative version of Bourbaki’s 
Proposition 4 [5, Sect. 6.21. It includes, a  aspecial case, part of the relative 
version fNakayama’s lemma. 
THEOREM 4.5 (Nakayama’s lemma modulo 9). Suppose that (A, F) 
satisfies F-Max, then for a left ideal J of A, the following areequivalent 
(1) JE rad,(A), 
(2) if M is of F-finite type, then, if MIJM is F-torsion, M itself is F- 
torsion, 
(2’) tf M is of IF-finite typand H CM, then, tf M/(H + JM) is .lF- 
torsion, M/H is F-torsion, 
(3) for any x E J (writing X=x + z(A)), and for any generalised 
element ofA, g: I+ z(A), I E IF 
(v/(i) + v4-f) g)V) EVW(A)) 
(i.e., w(i) + I@) g is F-invertible). 
Proof. We have already proved (1) * (3); (2’) + (2) by taking H = 0, 
and (2) * (2’) by applying (2) to M/H. 
(1) + (2’). Noting that rad,(A). ML rad,(M), wefind JM c rad,(M), so
Proposition 4.1implies (2’). 
(2’) => (1). Restrict to the special case M = A, J= N to apply 
Proposition 4.1and derive (1) from (2’). 
This completes the proof. 
Nakayama’s lemma in its classical form has various standard corollaries. 
Several ofthese have versions modulo IF. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose (A, F) satisfies F-Max, and that M is left A- 
module of F-jinite type. IfJ is a two-sided ideal contained in ‘ad,(A), then tf 
(A/J) @A M is F-torsion, s  isM itself 
Proof. One has (A/J) aA ME MIJM as left A-modules. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let M, N be two left A-modules with N of F-finite type 
and u: M+ N an A-module morphism. Suppose (A, F) satisfies F-Max, 
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J G K&(A) is a two sided ideal, and that (A/J> Oa u is can ~-epi.mor~~is~~ 
(i.e., asF-torsion c kernej), thenuitself is an ~-epimo~~~ism~ 
The proof, using Corollary 4.6, is a straightforward ad 
ourbaki [5, Section 6.3, p. 661. 
As mentioned inthe introduction, the motivation for this tudy came from 
the desire to learn more on the kernel (and cokerne!) of the J-adic 
completion: morphism for certain deals J, not necessarily n the Jacobson 
radical of ring. The rings in question are ~oet~er~a~ nd commutative, 
so any ad ve topology satisfies F-Max. To apply Nakayama~s Pemma, one 
needs first o recall Kruil’s Theorem ( ourbaki [6, III, Sect. 3.2, 
Proposition 51). 
et A be a commutative Noetherian ring, d an ideal of A, E an A-module 
finite type. The closure of(0) in the Jadic apology on E is 0 z= i YE. 
is is the kernel of the J-adic completion mor 
@ being the J-adic completion fE). 
ull’s Theorem states that xE (‘-)F= 1 J”E if an oniy if there is some 
j Each that jx = x. 
Now suppose given an additive topology F on A, A being commutative 
Noetherian, Theorem 4.5 gives that for j E J> A(1 -3 E IF(A/r(A)) if 
J cl rad,(A )- 
and jx =x so that A(1 -j) x = 0, then one mus 
This will be proved if once it is shown that A(1 -j> E F. 
there would be an F-maximal N containing A(1-j). As Aliar is F-simple and 
N 1 z(A), N/t(A) E Max,(A/z(A)). However, 
which is silly since A(i -j> E F(A/z(A)). Th us, the anticipator of x contains 
an ideal in F, hence is itself in F, and so x E z ) as claimed. This proves: 
THEOREM 4.8. Let A be a commutative No therian ri g, s an additive 
ropokagy, 9 G rad,(A), and E a finitely generate module over A. The kemd 
of the J-i-adic completion m rphism 
is contained iH the F-torsion radical z(E) of E. 
erhaps is should be remarked that if one takes F= {A}, then all the 
results proved here reduce to their classical precursors. 
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